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Thomson Reuters Reaches 2,500th
Download of Mobile CS Smartphone App
Nov. 23, 2010

ANN ARBOR, Mich., November 22, 2010—The Tax & Accounting business 
of Thomson Reuters recently marked the 2,500th download of its Mobile CS
smartphone 
app introduced at the 30th annual User’s Conference, October 27-30. The 
�rst mobile application designed speci�cally for tax and accounting professionals, 
Mobile CS gives Practice CS users access to key �rm and client data anytime, 
anywhere on a variety of Apple mobile devices including the iPhone and the iPad.

The high demand for Mobile CS shows a move toward more individualized
technology 
and a shift to greater reliance on cloud and mobile computing services according 
to Scott Fleszar, vice president of Strategic Marketing for the Tax & Accounting 
business of Thomson Reuters.

“Firms are adopting Mobile CS quickly, which speaks to the changing expectations 
in the tax and accounting profession,” he said. “Accounting �rms 
and their clients are already using iPhones, iPads, and other mobile devices 
to access data 24/7. So, we’ve taken advantage of mobile technology to 
extend the reach of our products in the way professionals like to access information 
today.”

The initial release of Mobile CS provides mobile access to a variety of content 
from Practice CS, the comprehensive practice management software from Thomson 
Reuters. Information available in Mobile CS includes client data, staff availability, 
project status, and key �rm data including WIP and AR, all in a convenient, 
mobile-friendly format. Future Mobile CS releases will offer access to additional 
CS Professional Suite application data.
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A free, fully functional trial version of Mobile CS, which includes sample 
data, is available in the iPhone App Store. A paid license is required to sync 
Practice CS �rm data to Mobile CS. More information at
CS.ThomsonReuters.com/MobileCS.
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